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MOLECULAR AUTO IONIZATION LIFETIMES AND CROSS SECTIONS 
FOR PENNING IONIZATION: NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR 

He
lf

(ls2s 3S } + H(ls 2S) t 

.. ** W. H. Miller and C. A. Slocomb 

Inorganic Materials Research Division, Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
Department of Chemistry, Uni versi ty of California 

Berkeley, California 94720 

and 

Henry F. Schaefer III 

Department of Chemistry, University of California 
Berkeley, California 94720 

_0 ABSTRACT 

The width r (or lifetime h/r) for autoionization of He*(ls2s 3S) + 

H{ls 2S ) has been calculated as a fun~tion of internuclear distance, and 

* +-cross sections for Penning and associative ionization (He +H-rHe+H +e , 

HeH+ +e-) have been determined for low collision energies. Associative 

ionization is 22% of the total ionization cross section in the limit of 

zero colliSion energy; this fraction decreases with increasing energy, 

being ~18% at a collision energy corresponding to 300oK. The distribution 

in energy of the ionized electron is also calculated, and it is suggested 

that measurement of this quantity should lead to a good estimate of the 

* well-depth of the He -H potential. Comparison of these results to those 

obtained by an orbittingmodel shows that the model (suitably scaled) is 

adequate in predicting the total ionization cross section, but .is less 

accurate for the more detailed collision properties. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Of various collision processes which involve el.ectronic transitions, 

Penning ionizationl (PI) 

(I) 

iSI one of the simplest :trom a theroretical point of view, the reason-

bei,ng that it takes place within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation for 

* the separation of electronic and nuclear motion. [In Eq. (l)A is an 

electronically excited state of species A, and the excitation energy of 

* A + A must be greater than the ionization potential of 

species B.] Thus at each internuclear distance the initial electronic 

* -state A -B finds itself embedded on a continuum of electronic states of 

+ the type A-B + e- and therefore Undergoes autoionization with some 

characteristic rate; this is a simple example of a discrete+continuum 
- - 2 

"golden-rule", or "radiationless" transition. 

Because of the resonant nature of the transition, cross sections for 

PI may be appreciable,3,4 on the order of 10's of A2; non-resonant elec-

tronic transitions are typically an order of magnitude smB.ller. ThuS 

PI can be an important process in atmospheric chemistry and physics, 5,6 

* particularly so if the electronically excited species A is metastable 

(i ~ e., cannot decay radiati vely by optically allowed transitions); in 

this case Eq. (1) may be the key process which determines the steady

*-
state concentration of species A . 

The metastable states of helium (lS2s1S,3S ) have received most 

attention with regard to PI, both experimentally3,4,7 and theoretically8-15 

for (1) they are sufficiently energetic ("'19-20 eV) to ionize almost any 

collisionpartner, (2) helium is an important constituent of the atmosphere, 

,i 

I 
~, 

i 
1 
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(3) the radiative lifetime of these states is long eno~h for them to be 

studied under a variety of experimental conditions, and (4) helium is 

sufficiently simple electronically to -allow theoretical treatments from 

first principles. The simplest collision.partner being the hydrogen 

atom, the particular process 

He(ls2s 3S) + H(ls 2S ) 

.. He(ls2 IS) + H+ + e-C2S) (2 ) 

has been the subject of several recent theoretical studies, and experi

mental results have also been reported for the macroscopic rate constant. 

More details of the collision dynamics will presumably be available soon 

trom molecular beam type measurements. 

In·a previous paper15 we reported accurate calculations for the 

diatomic potential curves which pertain to the process in Eq. (2), and 

a simple orbitting modellO was employed to obtain the various cross 

sections; this model did not require knowledge of the autoionization rate. 

This present paper reports the calculation of the autoionization rate16 

as a function of internuclear distance. With this quantity it is now 

possible to evaluate quite rigorously the various collision properties 

of interest: the total ionization cross section, the relative amount of 

associated (HeH+) and dissociated (He+H+) product,the energy and/or 

angular distribution of the ionized electron, and the angular distribu

tion of the heavy particles. 

Section II discusses the calculation of the autoionization rate, 

and Section III summarizes the necessary cross section formulas. Sec

tion IV presents results for .the -total ionization cross section as a 

func-cion of collision energy, the relative amount of associated and 
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di~sociated product, and the energy distribution of the ionized electron. 
. ' . 

'Comparison of these collision,properties with those given by the or-

bitting model of reference 15 shows tha:t the model gives good results 

at low collision energy for the total ionization cross s.ection (if it is 

scaled appropriately), but is poorer with regard to the more detailed 

. collision properties. Isotope effects within this "scaled orbitting 

model" are considered in the Appendix, and it is predicted that the 

• total ionization cross section for He + D is 10% greater than that for 

* He + H. 

cO: 
i 
I 
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II. CALCULATION OF THE AUTOIONIZATION RATE 

Any rigorous eValuation of cross sections for PI requires knowledge 

of the autoionizatioh rate, or width of the initial electronic state as 

a function of internuclear distance. Calculation of the width is an 

electronic structure problem which lies within the Born-Oppenheimer 

approximation. With the nuclei held fixed, therefore, autoionization 

of the electronic state of the "diatomic molecule" A-B which dissociates 

* toA +B is no different from autoionization of an atom (except, of 

course, in the lack of spherical symmetry). 

A. Theoretical Considerations 

It has been Shown17 ,18 that quite accurate autoionization widths 

can be obtained by the "golden-rule"-like expression 

r = 21TP 1< xIH-EIl/J> 12 

where r is the autoionizationwidth (units of energy), 1jJ is the initial 

(discrete) electronic state, X is the final (continuum) electronic state 

which is energetically degenerate with 1jJ, H is the total electronic 

Hamiltonian, E is the electronic energy of the discrete state, and p 

is the density of final continuum states (which is determined by the way 

X is normalized asymptotically). 18 Equation (3) is expected to be most 

accurate for autoionization of a neutral species, leaving a positively 

charged-fragment; this is, of course, the case for PI. 

For our calculation the discrete electronic function 1jJ is a con-

figuration interaction (CI) t~~e of wavefunction (normalized to unity). 

1/J{i;2, ••• ,N) = l C(KU) I.~> 

KN 

, (4 ) 
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where I KN) = I kl ,k2 ' •.. ,~ ) denotes an N-electron nonnali zed Slater 

determinant 
r 

{4>k} being the orthogonal molecular orbitals; the coeff'icients C(~) 

are determined by diagortalizing the matrix ( ~ , I HI KN) andchoos ing the , 

* particular eigenfunction and eigenvalue which dissociate to A + B as the 

internuclear distance R~ . 

For the continuumf'Unctlon first consider X in the t'orm 

-~/2 . . 
X(1,2,"',N) = lr· 4>+(1,2,"',N-l)th(N), 

£ . 
(6 ) 

where 4>+ is the electronicwavefunction of the (N .... I)-electron molecular. 

ion A-B + and <fr!:' is the continuum orbital (t denotes the asymptotic 
.£ 

A 

energy £ and direction £ of the ionized electron); ~~ is also a CI.type 
J 

wavefunction, (normalized to unity) 

where I KN-l) == I kl ,k
2

, ... ,kN_
I

) is an (N-l )-electron normalized' Slater 

determinant. [The coet'f'icients C(+) (~-l) are. similarly determined by 

diagonalizing the (N-I)-electron Hamiltonian on the I~-l) basis.] The 

purpose of the factor ~/2 in Eq. (6) is so tha.t the resulting width has 

the factor.N : 

(8) 

Equation (8) without the t'actor of N would be appropriate if only the Nth 

electron could autoionize; since tjJ is totally antisymrr;etric inall'- N 

electr6ns, however, any one of the N electrons may autoionize, and the 

width is thus N times larger. 

, 
i 

j 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

t,.! 
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Rather than using Eq. (8), a more symmetrical (and more useful) for!"rl 

is obtained by taking the continuum function as 

X(1,2.···,N) = I c(+)(KN_l)I~) , 

~-l 

where I ~ ) is the N-electron Slater determinant 

, 

1KN) = (N! )-1/2detl~k (l)~k (2)· "~k (N..,I)iJ>t(N) I (10) 
1 2 N-l 

in which the Nth orbital for each configuration is the continuum orbital. 

By noting that 

-1/2 
(H-E) (N!) det I~k' (1)" '~k' (N) I 

1 N 

= Nl / 2 (dT.N[(N-l)!]-1/2detl¢k*(1)· .. q,k* (N-l)l~ (N) . . JC 1 N~ E 

one sees that X in Eq. (9) gi vesthe same result for r as does the form of 

X inEq. (6). This latter form [Eq. (9)], however, being the sum of N-

electron Slater determinants (as is ~) means that the matrix element 

( X I H-E I ~) can be computed by standard methods; this is also true only 

because the same molecular orbitals were used to construct the CI 
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expansion for ~ + as for 1J!. ~ Had this not been done, one would have the 

difficult task of evaluating matrix elements between determinants with 

non-orthogonal orbitals. 

-+ 
For the continuum orbital ~(r) we use a coulomb function centered 

I:: 

on nucleus B; this is obviously a realistic description of the continuum 

electron when it is not too close to the nuclei, and the width expression 

is knbwn18 to be insensitive to the nature of the continuwn function 

close in. 

As mentioned above, our standard routines for evaluating matrix 

elements between N-electron Slater determinants can be employed only if 

all the orbitals are mutually orthogonal. If M bound-state molecular 

orbitals {<P
k
.}, i=l,···,M are used in constructing 1J! and <P+, therefore, 
1 

the actual continuum orbital we use is the function ~ 
I:: 

M 

~=~- ~ 
i=l 

It is clear that ¢t is orthogonal to all the bound-state orbitals and 

also that the asymptotic normalization of ~-+ is the same as that of the 
I:: 

original continuum orbital ~ (for all the bound-state orbitals vanish 
I:: 

exponentiallY in the asymptotic region). One may question whether this 

modification of the continuum orbital caused by orthogonalizing it to 

all the bound-state orbitals will affect the value obtained for f; the 

answer is "noB and can be seep in the following manner: Modifying the 

continuum orbital as in Eq. (11) modifies the function X similarly, 

X = X + I1X (12) 

where X is the continuum function if ~ is used as the continuum I:: . 

orbital and X is the continuum function if the orthogonalized function 

V, 
I 
I 

!. 
I 
I 

~i 
! 
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~ is used as the continuum orbital;~x is given explicitly by 

M 

~X = L: 
j=l 

where I KN (j )} - I k
1

,k
2 

, ... ,k
N

_
l 

,k
j
). The difference in the discrete-

continuum matrix element which results from using X or 

M 

L 
j=l 

L (~(j)IH-EI~) C(KN), 

K'I 
N 

-
X is thus 

(14) 

where KN = (kll,k21,···,kN') andKN(j) = (kl,k2,···,kN_l,kj). But the 

coefficients C(~) satisf'y the homogeneous equations 

L <~ (j) IH-EI~) C(~) = 0 

Ie ' N 

(15) 

for all, Slater determinants I~ (j) ) which are included o~ the CI expansion 

f ·" S· . d t 15 1 t CI f h t f 1 o ",. ~nce we carr~e ou a comp e e or our c osense 0 mo ec-

ular orbitals, all I KN (j ) ) are included in the expansion of ~, so that 

each term in the sum over j in Eq. (14) is zero; thus 

(~XIH-EI1JI) = 0, 

arid this proves that the matrix element (XIH-EI~) is unchanged by using 

the orthogonalized continuum orbital ¢-:: in place of the original one 
E: 

~. 
E: 
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To see how the argument proceeds if one carries out less than a 

complete CI expansion for ~, note that Eq. (15) can also be written as 

L: (~(j)IH-EI~) C(KN ) = (~(j)IH-EI~) = o. (15') 

KN 
If IKN(j)} is one of the configurations included in ~, then (as before) 

Eq. (15') is satisfied. If I~(j)} is a configuration which was not 

included in ~, however, the quantity in Eq. (15') must still be essential-

ly zero--or else one should re-do the CI calculation for ~ and include 

this configurat ion; i. e., the matrix element in Eq. (15') is the measure 

of how much a Gonfiguration I.~ (j ) "mixes" wi th ~ and is thus .the 

normal criterion for whether or not it should be included in the CI ex-

pansion of~. One concludes, therefore, that to the extent that all 

"important" configurations have been included in the CI expansion for 

~, the matrix .element (XIH-EI~) is unchanged by orthogonalizing the 

original continuum orbital ~ to all the bound-state orbitals [as is 'I'i; . 

done in Eq. ( 11 ) ] . 

Finally, we conclude this sub-section by noting that one will 

ordinarily employ a partial wave expansion for the continuum orbital 

+ 
~(r) = (16 ) 

where o£ is the coulomb phase Shift19 and the continuum orbital ~€£m is 

j 

i 
i 
i 

e;,I) 
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and k = (2£)1/2 is the asymptotic momentum·of the continuum electron 
£ 

(atomic units being used, h = m = 1). The angles E and r are referred 
e 

to the internuclear axis. The coulomb radial function F~ is normalized 

19 at large r as 

F~ (-likE ,kEd - sin[kEr + kl ~n(2kEr) - rr9v/2 + 0Q,l. 
£ 

and with this normalization the density e,f continuum states .is such 

that in atomic units 

2rrp = 4/k . 
E 

The width for autoionization in direction ( with respect to the 

. t 1 .. h 20 1n ernuc ear aX1S .1S t us 

~ 

r(E:) = 2rrp 1 I Y n ( £ ) 
~ X,m 

where 

-~ 
i i0~ I .1 2 

e Q,' 

and X n £x'm is given by Eq. (9) with the continuum orbital now being 

(18) 

~ 

cp £9vm (r) 
- ~ 

[actually it is ¢Eim (r) which has been orthogonalized to the 

bound-state orbitals as in Eq. (11)]. Since the component of electronic 

orbital angular momentum along the internuclear axis is a good quantum 

number, only one value of m contributes to the sum in Eq. (17), namely 

the value ill = Ao -A+, where Ao andi'.+ are the usual A-quantum numbers 
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'* + for ~he state A -B and A -B , respectively (i.e. ~ A. =0, 1, 2 ... is 

denoted byL:, II, t., ... ); all values of ~Iml contribute to the sum. 

[Note that since only one value of m contributes to the sum in Eq. (17), 
-+ ' 

the angular dependence of r(e:) is such that it depends only on the 

'" angle between Eand R.] 'l'hevalue of E: is fixed by energy conservation 

E: = g(R) - v (R) -V (R), 
0+ 

v 0 and V + being the electronic energy of A * -B and A -B + at internuclear 

distance R. [Fig. 1 shows these potential curves for He * -H and He -H+.] 

The total width 

(20) 

is easily evaluated from Eq. (17) and seen to be the sum of all partial 

widths 

where, 

r = to fR.' 
R.=lml 

(22) 

In sub-section c it will be 'seen how one can estimate the number of 

terms that are required for convergence of this sum~ 

I 

.) 
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B. Numerical Methods 

The task, then, is to compute the matrix elements 12, defined by 

Eq. (lSr. In terms of 12, Eq. (17) gives the width for autoionization 

in any direction, and Eqs. (21) and (22) give the total width. 

Since the CI calculations for wavefunctions 1P and ¢ have been + . 

carried out previously15 and the coefficients C(~) and C(+)(~_l) 

thus determined, the problem reduces to that of evaluating one- and 

two-electron integrals of the types 

The bound-state orbitals 

spherical harmonics, and 

{¢.} are normalized Slater functions times 
l 

+ 
the continuum orbital ¢ n (r) is the coulomb 

E:JVm 

function of Eq. (17). For some test calculations a plane wave was 

used for the continuum orbital; the only modification in this case is 

that the coulomb radial function is replaced in Eq. (17) by a spherical 

Bessel function: 

There are a number of methods available for the evaluation of 

~ 21-27 one- and two-electron integrals involving Slater functlons. Since 

these methods make explicit use of the analytical properties of the 

Slater functions, however, they cannot be directly used to evaluate 
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integrals of the above types containing the cont, inuum orbital ¢ , t:£m· 

In addition, the £ values for the continuum function can take on rather 

high values (up to £ = 9 were necessary in the present work) and the 

derivation of special analytic formula·s for different £ values would 

be extremely tedious. 

The conceptually simplest way of evaluating integrals of the above 

type is via a completely numerical procedure which does not depend on 

the analytic properties of either the bound-state or .continuum orbitals. 

With calculations of this type in mind, such a procedure has been 

implemented and reported in the literature. 28 Essentially the only 

28 change required in our standard program was the addition of subroutines 

to evaluate the particular type of continuum function being used to 

describe the ejected electron. We also found that it was necessary to 

change the ,numerical integration grids fairly drastically to allow for 

the fact that the integrands are much more diffuse than in standard 

electronic structure problems. 

The fact that the integral evaluation scheme was essentially 

identical to that thoroughly tested for bound-state calculations 29 

reduced the possibility of error. However, a second test of the 

method was carried out. For this purpose the fact was used that the 

total width r [given by ECl. (21)] obtained by using a plane wave 

continuum orbital will be independent of the point in space at which 

the orbital is centered. The width r was calculated with the plane 

wave ,centered at both the He and H nuclei for internuclear separation 

4.0 bohrs; and t'he two widths obtained were identical to 3 significant 

figures. 

'. 
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C. Results for He* (ls2s 38 ) + H(ls 28 ) and 

Comparison with Previous Work 

Figs. 2 and 3 show our results for the matrix elemerits I~(R) and 

. the total width feR), respectively, 

00 

r(R) = (4/k ) L II£(R)1
2

, 
E £=0 

(23) 

(1/2)k 2 = E = V (R) -V+(R) , 
E 0 

(24) 

* + Vo arid V+being the He -H and He -H potential curves computed 

.15 prevloously and shown in Fig. 1. Table I gives the numerical values 

corresponding to Figs. 2 and 3. 

One notices that the matrix elements I~ oscillate with £ and that 

the nUmber of partial waves required increases with increasing inter-

nuclear distance R. Both of these features can be understood by noting 

tha.tonthe basis of electron spin considerations, 

the ejected electron must "come from" helium. The continuum orbital, 

however, is a coulomb function centered on H, so that the matrix element 

I£(R) can be expected to be roughly proportional to the amplitude of . 

the coulomb function at the He center, 
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For fixed ~ this is an oscillatory function of R, and for 

fixed R, it oscillates with~. The function takes on its maximum 

value (in an absolute value sense) when Rand Q, are related by the 

classical turning point criterion 

or 

Thus In(R) oscillates with ~ for Q, < ~ , takes on its maximum value 
~ max· . 

for ~ - ~ , and then decreases exponentially for Q, > ~ . max max 
14 In Fig. 3 are also shown the results of Bell for the total width 

as a function of internuclear distance; there is rough qualitative 

agreement. Apart from the use of much less sophisticated wavefunctions 

for He* -H and He -H+, there are several other approximations in-

corporated in these calculations. 14 Bell uses as continuum orbital 

a coulomb function centered on H (as do we), but for all R takes €, 

th~ energy of the ejected electron, to be that appropriate to R = 00, 

namely € = V (00) - V (00) ~ .233 hartree ~ 6.06 eV. 
0+. 

The correct value 

E(R) = V (R) - V (R) varies considerably with R, as seen in Fig .. 4, 
·0 + 

being 9.09 eV at R = 2 ao and 4.34 eV at R = 4 ao ' for example, with 

our calculated potential curves. Even more serious, however, is the 

fact that only terms ~. = 0 and 1 were included in the partial wave 

summation for f; as seen in Fig. 2, this is clearly insufficient even 

for R= 2 a .. 
a 
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Fuj ii et al. 12 have also computed r (R) within a similar framework 

, 14 
as that of Bell : the continuum orbital is a coulomb function centered 

on H with £ taken as V (~) -V (00), and they included partial waves 
o + 

Q,=O,1,2 . 
14 

Their results appear to be simil~r to those of Bell , 

. but it is difficult to tell accurately from their figure. 
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III. CROSS SECTION FORMULAS 

. . .. 8-15 30-35 
There have been a number of theoretical descriptlons ' 

, . 

,of collisional autoionizationCof which PI is an example);our notation 

follows. the formulation of Ref. 35 '. The most detailed cross section 

possible is that which is differential in the scattering angle of the 

heavy P!3Iticles an9- also differentfal in the energy and angle of the 
,+.- ' 

ionized electron, aCE, if}; les~ detailed cross sections are partial 

integrals of this. The energy diStribution of tl'.\e electron, for example, 

is 

and the total ionization cross section is 

The quantum mechanical expression for the cross section is the 

square modules 'of an amplitude 

* ,+ where-o denotes the initial electronic state A -B', ko is the initial 

* ,+ relative momentum vector of A, and B,c. is ,the energy and direction of 

..' ,+ 

the ionlzed,electron, and kf is the final'relative momentum vector of 

-+ 
A and B ;: energy conser:vationrequires tnai:;, 
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+ E, 

where ~ is the reduced mass of A and B, and 6 is the difference in the 

* excitation energy A ... A and the ionizati.on potential of B. The 

scattering amplitude, exact within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, 

. . b 30 1S glven y 

= -

where the electronic matrix element is the quantity discussed in 

Section IIa 

"-

except that now E and R are independent of one another; E V H denotes 
A 

the angles E with respect to Rand p is the density of continuum . E 
... ... 

electronic states. The functions uk (R) and ~ (R) are the scattering 
o f 

functions (normalized as plane waves) which result for the spherically 

symmetric potentials V (R)' - H(R)12 and V (R), respectively; the + and 
0+' 

- denote the usual outgoing and incoming boundary conditions. 

Classical and semiclassical approximations may be developed from 

this quantum expresSion. 35 Within these approximations there is a 
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correlation between E, the energy of the ionized electron, and R, the 

internuclear distance at which ionization takes place, 

E=V(R) 
o 

* Fig. 4 shows thisf)J.nction for the He + H case. For fixed E, therefore, 

autoiohization must occur at R(e;) , the root of Eq. (25) [note that 

there may be more than one such root]. If autoionization occurs at 

internuclear distance R, however, one knows the classical deflection 

function associated with the heavy particle trajectory: 

00 

e. ( £ ,R) = 7T -£ fR dR' [R ,2 ko (R' ))-1 
In 

_£!OO dR' [R,2 k CR') ]-1 
R f" 

where t is the orbital angular momentum for relative motion of A and B 

. (which is conserved) , ko(R) and kf(R) are the local momenta in Vo(R) and 

V+ (R), "in" and "out" refer to whether auotionization occurs on the 

inward or. outwa.rd part of the radial motion, and 'the'·unspecified lower 

,limits of the integrals are the classical turning points. From these 

deflection. functions Qoe can easily construct the angular distribution 
. . . 

fortheh~avy particles which corresponds. to an ionized electron energy 
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of E. From Eq. (17) one, in addition, knows the angular distribution of 

the electrons with respect to the instantaneous internuclear axis. Thus 

the completely differential cross section is given classically by 

aa,kf ) == aCE ,e ,cp ,e,cp) 
E E 

where 
(t,e ,cp ) 

E E 

a.(E,e ,cp ,e,rp) 
In .E E 

a. (E,e ,cp ,e,cp) + a t(E,e ,cp ,e,<ji) 
In E E ou E E 

-+ 
- E and (e,cp) == and 

. ae. (b,R) -1 

/ 
In . / / = b[Sine ab E'(R)/J 

00 

exp[-fR dR' r(R')/hvb(R')) 

(28) 

(29) 

whereR is evaluated at the root of Eg. (25). In Egs. (28) and (29) 

the deflection function e. is considered as a function of the initial 
In 

impact parameter b == t/k , rather than ~, andb is evaluated at the root 
o 

of 

e. (b,R) = ± e. In ' 

[If there are multiple roots for band/or R, then Eq. (29) is a sum of 
A 

such terms, one for each pair of roots (b,R).] The direction R in 

Eq. (29) is that of the ,internuclear axis at the instant of autoioniza-

tion; thus 
A 

R = (e. ;cp), where 
In 

r(R,£'R) is the function from Eq. (17), and 
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f·~ = cose cose. + ~ine' sine. cO,s(¢c-¢)' E 1n E 1n ~ 

One sees that theaximuthal dependence of a(~,k~) only involves the 

difference of azimuthal angles { ¢ ,$). A similar expression gives 
',' ",. E 

a tCE,e,¢ ,e,¢), the modifications of Eq. (29) being ou E E 

8 .. -+ 8 ' 
1n out 

e. -+ e 
1n out 

where 

the unspecified lower limit of the integrals is the classical turning 

point. 

The two quantities for which we present numerical results in the 

next section are the total ionization cross section 

<Xl 

a = 27T I db b P " 
o. b' 

(30) 

and the energy distribution of the ionized electron 

(31 ) 

'where Pb(R)d.R is the probability that (for impact parameter b),auto"': 

ionization takes place in the interval (R, R+d.R), 

·~~i. 
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x 2cosh[ JR dR' T(R')!hvb(R')), 

and P
b 

is the total probability of autoionization for impact parameter b, 

or one finds that 

P = 1 - exp[-2 /X> dR' r(R' )!hvb(R')];, 
b 

vb(R) is the local velocity, 

(33 ) 

Vo being the initial asymptotic velocity. Since dR) = Vo(R) - V+(R) 

is not monotonic (see Fig. 4), there are typically two values of R which 

satisfy Eg. (25), so that Pb(R) is the sum of two terms, one for each 

root. 

As discussed previously,35 the classical expression for a(e;) fails' 

for e.: near e.:*, the minimum of e.:(R) (see Fig. 4). The appropriate semi-

classical extension has been developed for e.: near e.:*, and this corresponds 

. 36 
to mOdifying Eg. (31) by the replacement 

(34) 

where 

R* being that value of R for which e.:' (R) = 0; also 



.. v* = Vb(R*> 

z = (hv*)-2/3(2/e:*,,)1/3(E:_e:*). 

* Finally, although it does. not apply in the He + H case, we note 

that if the transition.is weak (i.e., if P
b 

« 1 for all b), then 

Eq. '(32) becomes 

and thEm the integral over b in Eq.( 31) can be carried out; thi s gives 

the following explicit expression for a(e:) 

where R is evaluated at the root of Eq. (25). The total ionization 

cross section is given in this case by 

a = 

, 
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IV. CROSS SECTIONS FOR He*(ls2s 3S) +H(ls 2S) 

For the case * 32 He (ls288) + H(ls S) all of the cross section 

formulas of the preceding section must be multiplied by 1/3; this is 

a purely statistical factorlO that accounts for the fact that of the 

six spin states arising from He*(3S) + H(2S), four are components of 

4 * 2 * I He -H and cannot autoionize, while two are components of I He -H 

and do autoionize. 

A. Total Ionization Cross Sections 

Figure 5 shows the total ionization cross section [computed from 

Eqs. (30) and (33) J as a function of initial translational energy. 

Also shown is the fraction of this which results in associated product, 

+ 
HeH , this process being associative ionization (AI). The cross section 

+ 
for AI was determined by assuming that all resonant states of HeR are 

associated; i.e., tunneling was neglected. [See the discussion of this 

point in references 15 and 35.J Figure 6 shows the percentage of 

associated product as a function of collision energy. 

* Since V (R) for He -H is strongly attractive and since we are 
o 

considering the region of low collision energy, the integral over b 

in Eq. (30) has a sharp cut-off at B, that value at which classical 

orbitting occurs. This is true because the outermost classical turning 

point in V (R) jumps discontinuously from small'R to large R at b = B; 
o 

since r(R) decreases exponentially with R, Pb drops essentially to zero 

for b > B. Furthermore, the transition probability Pbis almost in

dependent of b for b < B, being equal essentially to its b = o value; 

for low energies it is also independent of E. This results because the 

contribution to the integral over R' in Eq. (33) comes dominantly from 
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the turning point region, and for low energy and a strong attractive 

interaction the turning point varies only slightly with band E before 

the orbi tting cut-off. With these approximations Eqs. (30) and (33) give 

where 

(J = 7TB2 
orbit 

(36) 

2 1/2 00 
Po = 1 - exp{-(211/h ·) J

R 
dr' r(R' )[ -v (R' )]-1/2 } 

o . 
.( 37) 

o 

i.e., Po is Pb of Eq. (33) :for the case b = E = O. From our potential 

V (R) and r(R) we find 
o 

P ::! 0.789, 
o 

and (J b"t(E) has been computed previously.15 or ]. 

(38) 

The dashed lines in Fig. 5 are the results of the "scaled orbitting 

mOdel", Eqs. (35)- (38) • It is seen that it gives excellent results for 

the total ionization cross section, but is rather poor for predicting 

(J AI' the fraction of the total that is associated product. This failure 

is due to the fact that determination of (JAI requires that the model 

specify at what value of Rautoionization occurs ; this detail of the 

dynamics is not required for the total ionization cross section. The 

orbitting model of reference 15 assumes that autoionization takes place 

only at the classical turning point, and this appears to be unrealistically 

restrictive. Autoionization actually occurs for all classically allowed 

values of R with varying probability, and this autoionization at larger 

values of R reduces (] AI considerably below that predicted by the or

bitting model. 
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To illustrate this feature more clearly, Figure 7 shows the 

quantity Po(R) - i.e., the function Pb(R) of Eq. (32) for the case 
~ 

b = E = O. ,Figure 8 shows its indefinite integral p, (R), 
o 

P (R) = f R dR' P (R') 
oRo 

o 

= (1_P
o

)1/2 2 sinh[f~ 
o 

dR' r(R')/hv (R')]' 
o ' 

(40) 

P (R) is the probability that autoionization occurs for an internuclear 
o 

distance less than or equal to R. Figures 7 and 8 show that although 

most autoionization does take place at small R, a significant amount OC-

curs at distances away from the classica~'" turning point; the orbi tting 

model would give P .(R)as a step-function 
0, ' 

P (R) = P h[R-R J, 
000 

R being the turning point. ,The difference between these two distributions 
o 

of autoionization probability has important consequences for the amount of 

* associated product because the turning point in the He -H potential is 

+ high up on the outer wall of the He-H potential well (see Fig. 1). 

"-

With the function P (R) of Eq. (39) and Fig. 8 it is easy to detero 

mine the fraction of associated product in the limit of zero collision 

ener~. As E + 0, only b = ° contributes, the orbitting cut-off pro~ 

hibiting contribution from other impact parameters. For b = 0, however, 

autoionization at internuclear distance R will result in associated 

product if, and only if, 

v ( R) + V (00) - Vo ( R) < V+, (00), + . 0 
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or 

dR) > door. 

If R . that fin'ite value ofR for which e:(R) AIlS 

or 

(41 ) 
. . .' 

= e:{oo) [see F'ig:. 4], then 

(42 ) 

Since RAI ~ 2.49 80
0 

(see Fig. 4), one finds from Fig. 8 that the fraction· 

of associated product in the limit of zero collision energy is '\..22%. [The 

or-bitting model woUld predict the fraction tobe 100%.] 'Since P (R)rises 
o 

rapidly to its asymptotic value as R increa.ses (see Fig. 8) and since the 

valuecif RAI is a sensitive function of the ~ential curves, this limit...;;. 

ing fraction ofAl is a sensitive function of the shape of Vo(R) and V+(R), 
, ' 

primarily in the region about the zero energy turning point of Vo(R). 

The resUlts of Fujii etal.12 for the total ionization cross section 

agree well with our results in Fig. 5 at the lower range of energies, but 

decrea.se faster at higher energies, being 7 1\2 at 0.8 eV, compared to 

12 1\2 in Fig. 5. Bell14 obtains a thermally averaged cross section of 

28 A2 at T = 3000 K, compared to a value of 33 1\2 from Fig. 5 at E= 0.03 eV. 

, 37' 
The flowing afterglow measurements of Shaw et al.giveanaverage cross 

. ". ·2 
section of (22 ± 6) 1\ at T = 300°1<:, and the major product is found to be 

+ . + He + H , although HeH is also found. Our results (Fig. 6) at E = 0.03 eV 

'. . + + 
gl yes 18% HeH and 82% He + H as the product distributiop, in qualitative 

agreement with these measurements. 

~, 
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B~ Energy Distribution of the Ionized Electron 

Figures 9-11 show a(~), the distribution in energy of the ionized 

electron, for typical "low", "medium", and "high" collision energies 

E = 0.01 eV, 0.03 eV, and 0.136 eV, respectively. The classical ex-

pression [Eq. (31) and (32)] was used, and the semiclassical modification 

given by Eq. (34) for E: near E:* is shown by dashed lines. 

The dominant feature in aCE:) is the maximum near E:*; although the ' 

classical infinity is removed by Eq. (34), the peak is still prominent, 

increasing in height as the collision energy decreases. For the present 

* case of He and H, the difference between E:* ~ 4.32 eV and the asymptotic 

value d co ) ~ 6.06 eV is a rough measure of the well-depth of V (R) 
o 

* + [the He -H potential). This follows because V+(R) [the He-Ii . potential] 

is of much shorter range than V (R), being only slightly eli fferent from 
o 

its asymptotic value at the minimum of V (R) (cf. Fig. 1). For our () . 

potentials E(OO) - E:* = 1.74 eV, and the well-depth ofVo(R) is 1.91 eV. 

Measurement of aCE), therefore, should give important information about 

* the depth of the He -H potential well. It should be noted, however, that 

the maximum in a( E:) does not occur precisely atE:*.; thus it would be 

necessary to fit the peak to the Airy function form in Eq. (34) in order 

to extract E:*. 

At low collision energies (i.e., Figs. 9 and 10) two other peaks 

appear in a( E:), these at larger E:. The origin of these features can be 

seen by considering the limit of a(e:) as E+O. As discussed above,only 

b=Ocontributes in this limit, so that 

aCE:) ~ P (R)/lc'(R)I= p (d, 
o 0 
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where P (R) is given by Eq. (37) and shown ,in Fig. 7, and R is the root 
o 

of E(R) = E; P (E) is shown in Fig. 12. The singularity in P (E) at 
o 0 

E ~ 7.43 eV corresponds to R = R ,the root of V (R) = V (00); i.e., 
o 0 0 

this is the "turning-point singularity" that is present in P (R) 
. 0 

(cf. Fig. 7) because only b = 0 cbntributes. For small but non-zero 

collision energy, a small range of impact parameters contributes to the 

integral over b in Eq. (31), and this averages out the turning:-point 

singularity; the peaks in a (E) at E ~ 7 eV in Fig. 9 and E '" 6.3 eV in 

Fig. 10, however, are the remnant of this singularity. It is seen that 

this peak is shifted to progressively smaller E as the collision energy 

increases, as well as being rapidly reduced in height; it is completely 

absent in Fig. 11 (E = 0.136 eV). 

The other peak in Fig. 12 is located at E = E(oo) ,~ 6.06 eV and is 

due to a large contribution from large values of R because IE'(Rl~O as 

Although it is true that 

our potential curves and width give a region of large R for which IE'(R)I 

decreases faster than r(R)!h\(R), giving rise to this ,sharp spike near 

() [A t lly h t t · h . t' d35 t bt' th E 00. c ua, ,t e s a lonary p ase apprOX1IDa lon use ·0 0 aln e 

classical expression for aCE) from the quantum one fails if E'(R)~O; a 

more refined semiclassical treatment for E near E(oo), therefore, would 

round-off this spike somewhat.] This peak ina(E) -also diminishes as 

the collision energy increases ,( only a faint shoulder remains in Fig. 11), 

but its position remains fixed at E(oo). 

,j 

, 
.!:.: 

! 
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Finally, we note that the scaled orbitting model (i. e., the results 

1 
from Eg .. (6) of reference 15 multiplied by 3' Po = 0.263) gives poor 

agreement with the results in Fi,gs. 9-11, due again to the fact that it 

reguires that autoionization occur while the atoms are at a classical 

turning point of their relative motion. The model gives better agreement 

with Egs. (31) and (32) for higher collision energies (E > 0.4 eV); for 

energies E> leV, however, the model be~ins to fail even for the total 

ionization cross section (as seen in Fig. 5), so that the range of its 

utility regarding a(£), 0.4 eV < E < 1 eV, is guite limited. 
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APPENDIX: Isotope Effects 

Here we consider the total ionization cross section, defined by 

Eqs. (30) and (33), as a function of initial translational energy E and 

the reduced mass of the atoms lJ. If the transition is weak· (i. e, , 

Pb «1 for all b), then it has been shown35 that 

a(lJ,E) = lJ1/2 x function (E) (AI ) 

so that if different isotopic species of the same atoms are. studied, 

one has 

For * He -H. 

(A2) 

* (isotope number 1) and He -D (isotope number 2), for 

example, the cross section ratio would be (513)1/2 ~ 1.29, a 30%- effect. 

* The case of He -H however, is ~ that of a weak transition; 

becauSe of the strong attra.ctive interaction, however, the orbitting model 

discussed in Section IV is valid at low energy. From Eqs, (35)-(37), 

therefore, 

1 1/2 
a(lJ,E) = -3 a b't(E) [l-exp(-c]J )], or l . 

(A3 ) 

where it has been noted that the cross section for orbitting is independent 

of lJ and that c is independent of ]J and E. The cross section ratio in 

this case thus becomes 

1/2 1/2 
R = [l-exp (-clJ

2 
) ] / [l-exp ( .... c]Jl )]. (A4) 

As c -+ 00, R 1/2 
-+ 1 (the strong limit), and as c -+ 0, R -+ (lJ/]J1) (the 

weak limit ) , 
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One will generally not be able to calculate the constant c in 

order to predict the cross-section ratio, the only prediction being that 

1/2 
R lies between 1 and (~2/~1) . If three isotopic variants are ob-

served, however, then measurement of the cross section for 1 and 2 will 

determine c via Eq. (A4), so that the cross section for isotope number 

3 will be predicted. From another point of view, measurement of the 

cross section ratio in Eq. (A4) determines the constant c and thus 

determines the effective transition probability in Eq. (A3). 

Finally, for He~H we found in Section IV an effective transition 

. -1/2 
probability of 0.789, which gives c ~ 1.740 (amu) ; this predicts the 

* * cross section ratio for He -D to He-H to be R ~ 1.10, a 10% effect . 
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Table I. -Autoionization Width versus Internuclear Distance 
a 

Internuclear Distance (Bohrs) 

2 4 6 8 )' 

" b 
-1. 835xIO';2 -3 -4 2.132xIO-5 --I -5.416xIO T·282xIO 0 

II 1.846xIO-2 -3.971xIO-3 -1.921x1O-3 - -4 
1.223X10 " 

12 "';9.154x1O-3 1.012xIO-2 -9. 878x10 -4 -4.941xIO -4 

13 7.753xIO-3 1.421x10-3 -2.772x10 -4 

14 2.64oxIO-3 1. 148x10-3 3.953x10 -4 

I5 5.215x1O-4 4 -4 9.9 8XIO 6.714xIO -4 

16 3.819x10 -4 5.315xIO-4 

I7 3.021xIO -4 

I 8 1. 341xIO-4 

19 4.981 xIO-5 

c 
0.334238 0.159524 0.197391 0.219123 E: 

rd 3. 781x10--3 1. 522xIO-3 "1.262x10-5 8.122x10-6 

aAll quantities are in atomic units. 

bThe matrix element I~, (R) defined in Eg. (18). 

cThe asymptotic energy of the electron if autoionization occurs at R, 

dR) == V (R) - V (R). 
o + 

~he total autoionlzation width at" internuclear distance R, given by 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1. 
* 3 I ~ 

The potential energy curves for He (ls2s S)-H(ls 2S) 

2L:[V
O

(R)] and He(ls2 lS)_H+ lL:(V+(R)], as calculated in reference 15. 

Fig. 2. The matrix elem:nts IR, (R) defined in Eq. (18) and (~alculated 

by the procedure described in Section II of the text; corresponding 

numerical values are given in Table I. 

Fig. 3. The total autoionization width [given by Eqs. (23)-(24)J as a 

function of int.ernuclear distance R; corresponding numerical values 

are given in Table I. The dashed curve is the result of Bell 

[reference 14] for this quantity. 

Fig. 4. The asymptotic kinetic energy of the 10nized electron as a 

function of the internuclear distance R at which autojonization 

occurs: dR) == Vo(R)-V+(R), where Vo(R) and V+(R) are the potential 

* + curves for He -H and He-H , respectively, as shown in Fig. 1. 'l'he 

dotted lines indicate the internuclear distance RAI of Eq. (41 )-(42) 

for which E(R) = E(OO). 

Fig. 5. The total ionization cross section for He*(ls2s .:.oS) + H(ls 28 )-+ 

.2 1 ) + +1 He(ls . S + H + e-, HeH ( L:) + e as a function of collision energy 

+ 
E; AI indicates the cross section for associated product HeH. The 

dashed lines are the results of the "scaled orbitting model", 

Eqs. (35)-(38). 

Fig. 6. The percentage of the total ionization cross section which 

. .. + 
yields associated product HeH , as a function of collision energy. 

The zero energy limit of this quantity is 22%, the tOIl border of 

the figure. 
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Fig. 7. Po(R) is the function Pb(R) o~ Eq. (32) for the case b = E = 0; 

J;'o(R)dR is the probability that autoionizations occur for an inter

nuclear distance in the interval (R, R+dR). Ro and RAl are the 

roots of V (R) = V (00) and £(R) = e:(oo), respectively. 
o 0 

Fig. 8. P (R) [defined by Eqs. (39)-(40)] is the probability that auto~ o . 

ionization occurs at an internuclear distance less then or equal to 

R for the case that the impact parameter and collision energy are 

zero (b=E=O); the asymptotic (R-7<X» value is P = 0.789. The pasitions 
o 

respectively. 

Fig. 9. The energy distribution of the ionized electron, o(E:), as 

computed from the classical expressions Eq,s. (31 ) and (32), for .the 

collision energy E = O.OleV. The dashed line indicates the semi-

classical modification given by Eq. (34), and the arrow shows the 

Ideation of £* ~ 4.32 eV, the minimlUn of £(R). 

Fig. 10. Same as Fig. 9, except for the collision energy E = 0.03 eV. 

Fig. 11. Same as Fig. 9, except for the collision energy E = 0.136 eV. 

Fig. 12. Po (£)' defined by Eq. (43), is the probability distribution of 

£ for the case that b = E = O. The vertical lines at E '" 4.32 eV and 

£ ~ 7.43 reV are the values £* and e:(R ), respectively, where R is 
o 0 

the zero-energy turning point for the potential V (R). 
o 
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.... ----------LEGAL NOTICE---------..... 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the 
United States Government. Neither the United States nor the United 
States Atomic Energy Commission, nor any of their employees, nor 
any Qf their contractors, subcontractors, or their .employees, makes 
any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or 
responsibility for the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product or process disclosed, or represents 
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. 
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